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Abstract
This paper presents the contribution of the UMUTeam for the DA-VINCIS shared task organized at
IberLEF 2022, as part of the SEPLN conference. The objective of the task is to identify violent incidents
in Twitter, for which two subtaks are proposed: i) violent event identification, and ii) violent event
categorization. We have addressed both subtasks exploring different strategies for combining linguistic
features and embeddings from Transformers. Our team has been ranked fourth in subtask 1 and sixth in
subtask 2, with an F1-score of 76.4 and 44.8, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Social media has become an important source for acquiring opinions and information about
events [1]. In the context of defense and security, violent events have a high impact, as
governments are responsible for ensuring the security of their population [2]. In this sense,
social networks could be monitored to quickly detect violent events based on real-time posts
made by users. For this, the development of automatic solutions based on Natural Language
Processing is crucial.

The DA-VINCIS shared task [3], Detection of Aggressive and Violent Incidents from Social Media
in Spanish, organized at IberLEF 2022, arises with the aim of promoting the development of
automatic models to determine whether a news item obtained from Twitter describes a violent
incident or not. Specifically, it focuses on the processing of Spanish tweets and it proposes two
subtasks: Violent event identification, and Violent event category recognition.
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This paper describes the participation of the UMUTeam in both subtasks of the DA-VINCIS
shared task. The strategy followed by our team for the identification and classification of
aggressive and violent events is based on the combination of Transformers with linguistic
features, extracted from our UMUTextStats tool [4, 5] and from our negation processing system
[6, 7]. In particular, we evaluate knowledge integration and ensemble learning as combination
strategies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 presents the task and the data
provided in the competition. Second, the methodology carried out for the development of our
system is described in Section 3. Then, the results obtained are shown in Section 4. Finally, the
conclusions obtained after the participation in the task are summarized in Section 5.

2. Task description

The aim of the DA-VINCIS task is to identify the presence of violent incidents in Twitter and
classify them in a given set of crime categories. For this, two subtasks are proposed:

• Subtask 1: Violent event identification, on determining whether a given tweet is related to
a violent incident or not.

• Subtask 2: Violent event category recognition, on classifying the type of crime in one of
the given categories: i) accident (involuntary damage), ii) homicide (deprivation of life),
iii) kidnapping (deprivation of liberty), iv) non-violent-incident (no crime), or v) robbery
(taking property unlawfully).

For this purpose, a dataset consisting of 5,000 Spanish tweets related to violent incidents is
provided. The statistics, divided for each subtask, are depicted in Table 1. As it can be observed,
the dataset is almost balanced for the binary classification problem (violent, non-violent), but it
is imbalanced for the multi-class setting (accident, homicide, kidnapping, non-violent-incident,
robbery). It should be mentioned that the organizers provided two sets, training and test, so
we selected from training a custom split for validation. It was created by stratified sampling in
order to maintain a balance between labels.

Regarding the evaluation measures, the F1 measure of the violent class was used to evaluate
the participating systems in subtask 1, while in subtask 2 the Macro-F1 was the measure selected.

3. Methodology

Our methodology can be summarised as follows. We start by dividing the DA-VINCIS dataset
into training and validation. Next, we obtain a cleaned version of the dataset. For this, we
remove punctuation marks, hyperlinks, and emojis. We fix misspellings and expand acronyms
and abbreviations. Next, we extract four feature sets. These features include linguistic features
(LF) related to phonetics, morphosyntax, correction and style, semantics, pragmatics, figurative
language, stylometry, lexis, psycho linguistic processes, social media jargon, and fine-grained
negation features. They are extracted from our UMUTextStats tool [4, 5] and our negation
processing system [6, 7]. The other feature sets are based on sentence embeddings. A non-
contextual sentence embeddings from the Spanish model of FastText [8] (SE), and two contextual



Table 1
Dataset distribution for subtask 1 and 2.

train val test total

Subtask 1

non-violent 1460 365 - 1825
violent 1270 317 - 1587

Subtask 2

accident 906 231 - 1137
homicide 221 44 - 265
kidnapping 36 11 - 47
non-violent-incident 1460 365 - 1825
robbery 143 41 - 184

embeddings from BETO [9], the Spanish version of BERT (BF), and MarIa, the Spanish version
of RoBERTa [10] (RF). Finally, we train several neural networks using hyperparameter selection.
For this experiment, we select the best neural network (according to the validation dataset) for
each feature set.

The neural networks are combined using two strategies. One the one hand, Knowledge
Integration (KI), which consists of training from scratch a neural network with an input per
feature set (see Figure 1 for a diagram with the architecture of this strategy). In this neural
network, every feature set is connected separately to several hidden layers. The final hidden
layers of every feature set are concatenated in a new hidden layer and connected to the final
output layer. On the other hand, Ensemble Learning (EL), which consists of combining the
performance of the best neural network from each feature set. There are several strategies for
combining the results of several neural networks. We evaluate: i) hard voting, ii) soft voting,
iii) averaging probabilities, and iv) highest probability. The first strategy, hard voting, is the
mode of the predictions of each classifier. The second strategy, soft voting, is the weighted
mode of the predictions of each classifier. The weights are calculated on basis on the F1-score
achieved with the custom validation split. The third strategy, averaging probabilities, consists
of averaging the probabilities predicted for each classifier. The last strategy, highest probability,
consists of selecting the final label on basis of the model that predicts the final output with
higher value.

Table 2 shows the best hyperparameters for subtasks 1 and 2. The experiments involve all
the feature sets used separately (LF, SE, BF, and RF) and combined using KI, as this strategy
consists of training a neural network from scratch. In case of EL, the results are combined using
the best neural network for each feature set. For subtask 1 it can be observed that LF and SE
are shallow neural networks composed by few hidden layers and neurons. However, sentence
embeddings from BERT and RoBERTa work better with complex neural networks. This result
draw our attention as our previous experience suggested that contextual sentence embeddings
after fine tuning require few neurons to achieve their best results. All experiments achieve their
best results with a dropout mechanism. The ratio, however, changes from one experiment to
another. Concerning the learning rate, it keeps constant for subtask 2, with a ratio of 0.010. For
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Knowledge Integration strategy.

subtask 1, the ratio is small for LF, SE and KI and bigger for contextual sentence embeddings
(RF and BF). Finally, concerning the activation function, it can be observed that for subtask 1,
tanh achieves better results for all the feature sets trained separately and selu when combined
using KI. The results for subtask 2 are different, being linear the best activation function for LF
and SE, sigmoid for RF, tanh for BF, and elu for KI.

Table 2
Best hyper-parameters for subtask 1 and subtask 2 for each feature set trained separately and combined
using KI.

Feature set shape hidden layers neurons dropout lr activation

Subtask 1

LF brick 2 2 .2 0.001 tanh
SE brick 1 8 .2 0.001 tanh
BF triangle 5 512 .2 0.010 tanh
RF brick 4 256 .2 0.010 tanh
KI diamond 3 2 .3 0.001 selu

Subtask 2

LF brick 1 256 .3 0.010 linear
SE brick 2 256 .3 0.010 linear
BF brick 2 16 .1 0.010 tanh
RF brick 2 128 .1 0.010 sigmoid
KI triangle 5 512 .1 0.010 elu



4. Results

For both subtasks we sent five runs in total. The first run consists of the integration of all the
feature sets using KI. The second, third, and fourth runs are based on EL using soft voting,
the average of the predictions and a ensemble based on the highest probability. The fifth run
consists of a KI strategy excluding the negation features.

Table 3 depicts the results achieved with each run in the first subtask. As it can be observed,
our best result is achieved with Soft voting (run2), followed by KI (run5). Considering the impact
of the negation features in the KI strategy (run 1 vs run 5), these features increase the precision
of the system but decrease the recall. It is worth noting that the most limited result is achieved
with the highest probability strategy (run4), both in terms of precision and recall. This result
draws our attention, as this strategy usually reported the better precision in past experiments.

Table 3
Macro precision, recall, and f1-score for the first subtask with our custom validation split.

run description precision recall f1-score

1 KI 80.986 81.022 81.002
2 EL - Soft voting 81.138 81.138 81.138
3 EL - Averaging 80.134 80.034 80.076
4 EL - highest prob. 79.487 78.863 78.107
5 KI - without negation 80.275 80.399 80.303

As it can be observed from Table 4, the best result with the custom validation split is achieved
with the soft-voting strategy and ensemble learning. In this subtask, the contribution of the
negation features (run1) limited the precision of the results (41.527% vs 44.630%) but increases
the recall (42.696% vs 38.004%). The run4, consisted in ensemble learning based on highest
probability strategy, achieved the most limited precision (35.767%) but the best recall (53.770%).

Table 4
Macro precision, recall, and f1-score for the second subtask with our custom validation split.

run description precision recall f1-score

1 KI 41.527 42.696 41.540
2 EL - Soft voting 57.248 43.800 47.174
3 EL - Averaging 42.836 40.347 41.281
4 EL - highest prob. 35.767 53.770 41.701
5 KI - without negation 44.631 38.004 40.597

We report the results of the soft voting strategy as the best run for each trait in Table 5. This
model could not identify any of the instances of the kidnapping class. Besides, other traits
that achieve limited results are homicide, and robbery. As these traits are minority in the
dataset, the micro average F1-score is competitive: 73.282%.

Table 6 contains the results for the first subtask. We achieved the forth position, with an
F1-score of 76.4%. This result is achieved with an ensemble learning with soft voting (run2).



Table 5
Macro precision, recall, and f1-score for each trait of the second subtask with our custom validation
split using the soft-voting strategy.

precision recall f1-score

accident 79.111 77.056 78.070
homicide 75.000 20.455 32.143
kidnapping 0.000 0.000 0.000
non-violent-incident 78.796 82.466 80.589
robbery 53.333 39.024 45.070

micro avg 77.658 72.832 75.168
macro avg 57.248 43.800 47.174
weighted avg 75.899 72.832 73.282
samples avg 73.387 73.827 73.509

However, the results achieved by all participants are similar. The average F1-score is 75.418%
with a standard deviation of 0.014.

Our next best result is achieved with the ensemble learning based on averaging probabilities
(run3) with an F1-score of 76.152%, followed by the knowledge integration strategy: 75.963%
of F1-score with all features excluding negation features (run5), and 75.748% with all features
(run1). Our most limited result is achieved with the highest probability strategy, with an F1-score
of 73.971%. However, this strategy achieved the best precision in the overall task: 89.12%.

Table 6
Official leader board for subtask 1.

Ranking Team F1-Score Recall Precision

1 danielvallejo237 77.589 75.037 80.320
2 Vicomtech 77.321 73.730 81.280
3 ITAINNOVA 76.512 75.154 77.920
4 UMUTeam 76.401 75.389 77.440
5 sdamian 75.616 75.079 76.160
6 Bernardo 75.483 73.054 78.080
7 Abu 74.802 74.097 75.520
8 atnafu 74.550 73.006 76.160
9 tahoangthang 74.437 74.798 74.080
10 JuanCalderon 74.281 76.351 72.320
11 sustaitangel 72.608 74.248 71.040

Table 7 contains the results for the second subtask. As it can be observed, we achieved the
sixth position with an F1-score of 44.844%. This result is obtained with our second run, that
consisted of a ensemble learning with soft voting. This run got better precision (53.684%) than
recall (40.7863%). Our result is lower than the average of the results, that is an F1-score of
47.601% with a standard deviation of 0.05.

With the rest of the runs, we achieved an F1-score of 44.8444% with the ensemble learning



based on highest probability (run2). In fact, this run achieved a very promising precision
of 53.684%. Our next best result is obtained with the ensemble learning based on averaging
probabilities (run3), with an F1-score of 41.006%. The knowledge integration strategies achieved
our most limited results: an F1-score of 39.025% (run5) without negation features and 38.520%
(run1) considering all features.

Table 7
Official leader board for subtask 2.

Ranking Team F1-Score Recall Precision

1 Kelven 55.428 56.423 55.003
2 Vicomtech 52.856 54.592 51.749
3 ITAINNOVA 50.460 50.374 50.926
4 atnafu 49.030 52.099 46.747
5 danielvallejo237 47.331 42.195 65.508
6 UMUTeam 44.844 40.786 53.684
7 sustaitangel 43.362 42.418 45.948
8 Abu 37.501 37.761 37.691

5. Conclusions

In these working notes, we have detailed the participation of the UMUTeam in the DA-VINCIS
shared task, which objective is the identification and categorization of violent events on social
networks. Both challenges have been addressed exploring two strategies for combining linguistic
features and embeddings from Transformers. Our team ranked fourth in subtask 1 (F1-score of
76.4%) and sixth in subtask 2 (F1-score of 44.8%).

From here, there are different ways to improve our work. First, our results are biased to
our custom validation split. Therefore, we will evaluate better strategies for model selection,
such as nested cross validation. Second, the performance achieved in the second subtask is
limited as there are some traits in which any instance has been correctly classified. We suspect
that this limitation is caused by the fewer instances of these traits. Therefore, we will evaluate
data-augmentation techniques in order to overcome this drawback. Third, in future works we
will focus on the interpretability of the results, in order to observe the relation between the
linguistic features and the embeddings from Transformers.
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